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[57] ABSTRACT 
A method and apparatus for deriving thirteen distinct 
parameters of a telephone line from current and charge 
?ow measurements on each side of the line, taken dur 
ing only three successive voltage states applied to both 
sides thereof through known tip and ring resistors. The 
derivations enable calculation of any spurious a-c volt 
ages, d-c voltages, leakage resistances, and line capaci 
tances between tip and ground, ring and ground, and tip 
and ring, as well as the frequency of the spurious a-c 
voltages. 

5 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING 
TELEPHONE LINE CHARACTERISTICS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 5 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

This invention relates to a method and apparatus for 10 
measuring a telephone line and more particularly to one 
for deriving thirteen distinct parameters from the resul 
tant tip and ring current and charge ?ow monitored 
during three successive states of applied voltage. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

During the operation of a telephone system, it is often 
necessary to test the conditions of a telephone line, 
particularly those referred to as subscriber loops which 
connect terminal sets to a central office. In the past, this 20 
has been accomplished by connecting various con?gu 
rations of test equipment to the line to separately deter 
mine each of the wanted parameters. An extensive anal 
ysis would involve measuring at least thirteen separate 
parameters including any spurious a-c voltage, d-c volt- 25 
age, leakage resistance and line capacitance between the 
tip and ground, ring and ground, and tip and ring of the 
subscriber’s loop, as well as the frequency of the spuri 
ous a-c voltage. It will be readily apparent that deter 
mining each of these parameters separately in order to 30 
evaluate the state of the subscriber loop was a long and 
tedious operation. 

Richard Scott Hoppough’s US. Pat. No. 4,028,507 
issued June 7, 1977, discloses an improved apparatus for 
measuring the various parameters, which entails forcing 35 
the tip and ring to several different sets of potentials 
with relation to ground, and then measuring the resul 
tant currents ?owing therethrough. From these mea 
surements, the various parameters can then be calcu 
lated. However with this arrangement separate sets of 
d-c and a-c voltages must be applied to measure the 
respective leakage resistances and the line reactances 
(primarily capacitive). In addition, ?lters are required to 
reject any spurious a-c signals on the line during the a-c 
measurements. 45 

STATEMENT OF THE INVENTION 

It has been found that by connecting only three suc 
cessive d-c voltage states to the line through known tip 
and ring resistors (rather than directly to the line) and S0 
monitoring the resultant transient charge and steady 
state current therethrough, suf?cient information can be 
obtained to derive the thirteen different parameters of 
the subscriber loop detailed above, thereby eliminating 
the separate application of a-c signals for the reactance 55 
tests. In a typical application this can be achieved in a 
period less than three seconds, the majority of the time 
being required for the line to settle (in order to measure 
the transient charge) when the voltage state on the line 
is altered. Thus the measurement time is directly related 60 
to the leakage resistance and the capacitance of the 
loop. 

In accordance with the present invention there is 
provided a test set for measuring a telephone line hav 
ing tip and ring leads, which comprises means for sepa- 65 
rately measuring during a ?rst state, spurious currents 
?owing from tip to ground through a ?rst reference 
resistor, and ring to ground through a second reference 

40 

2 
resistor. During a second state, the test set includes 
means for measuring the transient charge and the steady 
state current ?owing through the ?rst and second resis 
tors when connected in series with ?rst sources of d-c 
voltage between tip and ground, and ring and ground 
respectively. During a third state, the test set includes 
means for measuring the transient charge and the steady 
state current ?owing through the ?rst and second resis 
tors when connected in series with second sources of 
d-c voltage between tip and ground, and ring and 
ground respectively, the second sources having a differ 
ent voltage ratio than the ?rst sources. 

In a particular embodiment both sides of the loop are 
grounded through the reference resistors for measure 
ment of the spurious currents. A low d-c voltage is 
applied to both sides of the loop through the resistors 
during the second state, and in the third state the low 
voltage is removed from one side. Each state results in 
two values: a transient charge ?ow as a result of the 
change of state, and a steady state current ?ow after the 
transient. The currents give the spurious voltages and 
leakage resistances which may be present, while the 
transient charges give the capacitance values. 
The invention also encompasses a method of measur 

ing these parameters which includes individually mea 
suring and recording the spurious currents ?owing 
through individual reference resistors connected from 
each side of the line to ground, then individually mea 
suring and recording the transient charge and the steady 
state current ?owing through the individual reference 
resistors connected in series with ?rst sources of d-c 
voltage from each side of the line to ground, and then 
individually measuring and recording the transient 
charge and the steady state current flowing through the 
individual reference resistors connected in series with 
second sources of voltage from each side of the line to 
ground, the second sources having a different voltage 
ratio than the ?rst sources; and thereafter calculating 
the various parameters directly from the recorded mea 
surernents. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

An example embodiment of the invention will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying draw 
ings in which: 
FIG. 1 is a block and schematic circuit diagram of a 

telephone line connected to a test set for measuring the 
line; 
FIG. 2 illustrates typical current waveforms devel 

oped across the reference resistors during the three 
applied states, when no spurious a-c signals are present; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a typical steady-state current on 

either the tip or ring lead when a spurious a-c compo 
nent is present, and the a-c component of that current 
after having been rectified; and 
FIG. 4 illustrates the transient current flow when a 

step function d-c voltage is applied to one side of the 
line during the presence of a spurious a-c component. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

FIG. 1 illustrates the test set connected to the tip (t) 
and ring (r) of a telephone line 10 (often referred to as a 
subscriber loop) which is terminated in a conventional 
telephone set 11. When the set 11 is on-hook, it gener 
ally appears as about a 0.45 pF capacitor Cp across the 
line 10, which is primarily contributed by a d-c isolating 
capacitor in series with a ringer (not shown) in the set 
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11. Shown in dotted form is the leakage resistance R,‘ 
and line capacitance Cu in series with spurious a-c and 
d-c voltages Vac,‘ and Vdcrx from tip (t) to ground (g); 
leakage resistance Rn; and line capacitor C,; in series 
with spurious a-c and d-c voltages Vacm and from 
Vdcm from ring (r) to ground (g); and leakage resistance 
R” and line capacitance C,,’ from tip (t) and ring (r) of 
the line 10. Since the capacitor C_,, is in shunt with the 
capacitance C,,' the total tip to ring capacitance will 
equal C;,=CP+C,,’. Illustrated in lumped form is the 
series resistance R, and R, of the line 10. Normally this 
resistance is small (<3000?) compared to any leakage 
resistance (> > 500000.) of the line 10 and consequently 
has little effect on the resistance measurements. Also the 
line resistance does not affect the accuracy of the capac 
itance measurements, since these calculations which 
take place only after the transient voltages have sub 
sided, are based on the total charge flow and not on the 
charge flow for a preselected period of time. 

In the following description of the test set, corre 
sponding elements and waveforms for both t and r will 
be identi?ed by the same reference numeral or charac 
ter followed by the distinguishing reference character t 
or r. However, only the reference numeral will be re 
ferred to except where it is necessary to distinguish 
between the two elements. Also, the location in FIG. 1 
of the waveforms illustrated in FIGS. 2, 3 and 4 is indi 
cated by corresponding reference characters. In addi 
tion, all switches which are illustrative only, are con 
nected concurrently to their respective contacts bearing 
identical contact numbers, under control of timing con 
trol circuitry, as will be explained in greater detail here 
inafter. 

Both t and r of the line 10 are coupled through input 
reference resistors Ri, and Ri, (each typically lOOK?) to 
switches 13 which control the three different voltage 
states applied to the line 10. During each of the three 
measurement stages, the current and transient charge 
flow through the reference resistors Ri; and Ri, is ob 
tained indirectly by monitoring the voltage thereacross. 
The balance of the test set will manifest itself from the 
following description of its function and operation. 
During the initial stage, the resistors Ri, and Ri, are 

20 

25 

both connected to ground g to enable measurement of 45 
any spurious a-c or d-c voltages Vac or Vdc on the line 
10. Initially, with all switches in position 1, spurious a-c 
voltages developed across the resistors Ri, and Ri, re 
spectively are coupled through capacitors 14, a-c/d-c 
converters 15 and switches 16 to respective voltage/fre 
quency converters 17. The use of v/fs 17 permits sim 
ply counting (integration techniques for obtaining ca 
pacitance measurements). As explained hereinafter, the 
d-c measurements (yielding spurious d-c voltages Vdcrg 
and Vdcrg, leakage resistances and capacitances) are 
made with the v/f converters 17 coupled directly to the 
line 10. The a-c measurements (spurious a-c voltages 
Vacts and Vac,g) are made by coupling the v/ f convert 
ers 17 through the d-c blocked a-c/d-c converters 15 to 
the line 10. 
The outputs from the capacitors 14 are also fed to 

positive zero crossing detectors 20. If there is a detect 
able spurious a-c component present on the line 10 then 
the sample period 1- will be that between two positive 
going zero crossings of the a-c component. All d-c 
measurements are synchronized with integral multiples 
of cycles of the spurious a-c component to give a-c 
rejection. 

55 
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4 
The following simplifying assumptions are made 

about spurious a-c sources: 
(1) That any spurious a-c voltage is periodic. If this 

assumption is not valid, for example if the a-c voltage is 
broadband white noise, then the meter will still make an 
attempt to produce a mean a-c voltage reading but will 
not be able to make any other measurements since syn 
chronization of the sample period will be impossible. 

(2) That any spurious a-c voltages on both the tip and 
ring are due to a single source. Separate sources on tip 
and ring of similar amplitudes but of differing frequen 
cies will result in a situation similar to the above. 
As a result of assumption 2, the loop 10 may be re 

duced to one of two equivalents for a-c measurement: 
one where the spurious a-c sources on the tip and ring 
are in-phase and the other where they are out-of-phase. 
The phase (1) is detected by comparing the outputs of the 
positive zero crossing detectors 20 in a phase detector 
21. The tip to ring a-c potentials may be calculated: 

The outputs from the v/f converters 17 are fed to 
counters 22 which provide at their output, a frequency 
count it over a preselected interval as explained herein 
after. In addition an internal 1 MHz clock 23 provides a 
reference output frequency frefwhich is fed to a further 
counter 24. The counter 24 provides two outputs: (l) a 
measure of the sample period 1' which is the time be 
tween successive zero crossings of the spurious a-c 
component Vac as detected by one or other of the posi 
tive “0" crossing detectors 20, which indirectly controls 
the resetting of the counter 24; or (2) if no a-c compo 
nent is present the maximum sample period rm“ which 
is provided each time the counter 24 is ?lled. rm, is 
selected to be longer than the period of the lowest spuri 
ous a-c signal expected to be encountered. Typically 
rm“: 100 msec is used. 

Either sample period pulses n, 1', or rm,“ are coupled 
by a switch 30 and/or an OR gate 25 to a computer 26 
which also receives the counter and phase outputs n,, n, 
and rb as shown in order to perform the various calcula 
tions as determined by the formulas given in TABLES 
I and II at the end of this description. 
The switch 30 is initially connected to the output of 

detector 20t. However, if no spurious a-c signal is de 
tected the information is conveyed to the computer 26 
which controls the connection of the switch 30 to the 
output of detector 20r. This permits a spurious signal on 
either the tip and/or ring to control the resetting of the 
counters 22 and 24. 

In addition the computer 26 provides the reset signals 
for the counters 22 and 24 each time a control signal is 
received from the OR gate 25. The computer 26 also 
outputs the calculated values to a record and display 
unit 27, as well as provides control signals to the various 
switches. Once the measurements for switch positions 1 
are completed, the switches 13 and 16 are moved to 
positions 2 under control of the computer 26 for mea 
surements of any spurious d-c voltages. The switches 13 
and 16 are then moved to position 3. Here an internal 
voltage source V, (typically V,=50v) is applied to bolt 
t and r through the resistors Ril and Ri, respectively, 
and another set of d-c voltage measurements is taken as 
well as the magnitude of the transient charge ?owing 
through the resistors Ri, and Ri,. 
When a steady state condition is reached (as deter 

mined by two successive measurements of equal magni 
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tude) the ring r is again connected to ground through 
resistor Ri, as indicated by switch positions 4 and a 
further set of d-c and charge flow measurements is 
taken. It is to be noted that resistor Ri, need not neces 
sarily be connected to ground but may be connected to 
a voltage source of a different magnitude. The impor 
tant thing is that the ratio of the two voltages applied to 
the resistors Ri, and Ri, be different for positions 3 and 
4. 
Once this is completed sufficient information has 

been fed to the computer 26 to initially obtain the de 
rived measurements shown in the TABLES and ulti 
mately the 13 calculated parameters. However only 
three different voltage states have been applied to the 
resistors Ri, and Ri,. 1n positions 1 and 2, both resistors 
are connected to ground; during position 3, both resis 
tors are connected to V5; during position 4 Ri, is again 
connected to ground while Ri, continues to be con 
nected to source VS. 
The instantaneous output frequency f of the voltage/ 

frequency converters 17 is proportional to the instanta 
neous current i through the resistors Ri. The transfer 
function of the converters 17 is therefore: f=K-i+fo 
where K is a gain term and f,, is the output frequency of 
the converters 17 when i=0. Also if t be a measure of 
time and n be a count of cycles of f, the instantaneous 
frequency f is then given by f=dn/dt. By rearrange 
ment, the current i and the charge ?ow q can be calcu 
lated in terms of n and t as follows: 

For a ?nite measurement sample period 1' the charge 
flow is given by: 

q: 

The mean value i of the current is given by: 

_ 1 

i = V? f idt = l/k(N/1 — f0) 
0 

where 

i.e. the count accumulated during the period 1'. 

0 
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6 
The frequency f, of the spurious a-c voltage is then 

f,= l/r. 
FIG. 2 illustrates typical charge ?ow and steady state 

currents which flow through the reference resistors Ri, 
and Ri, during the various measurement intervals when 
a spurious d-c voltage of different magnitude is present 
on both the tip and ring. If this voltage were not present 
then the currents in and in would be zero during the 
initial interval when the switches were in positions 1 
and 2. The transient charge ?ow Q, and Q, during states 
2 and 3 results from the change in voltage applied to 
both sides of the line 10. This also results in a different 
steady state current if and i, during states 2 and 3. 
An a-c component resulting from the presence of a 

spurious a-c voltage on the line 10 is shown superim 
posed on a steady-state current i in FIG. 3. The charge 
?ow q for one cycle of the spurious signal is also indi 
cated. .The equivalent current output from the a-c/d-c 
converter 15 is also illustrated in the bottom portion of 
FIG. 3. 
FIG. 4 illustrates the transient charge that flows fol 

lowing a change of state p-l to p (eg from state 2 to 
state 3). The transient is considered to be complete 
when consecutive samples show no detectable mean 
current change thus: im-1=im. The transient charge 
flow is as follows: 

This is not necessarily the total charge in the capaci 
tance but [its value Q’ can be readily determined by 
applying] is related to it. Hence the capacitance values 
can be determined directly from the measurements by 
applying corrections for [the] leakage resistance as 
shown in the accompanying TABLES. It should be 
noted that the change of state is synchronized with the 
period 1- under control of the computer 26. The leakage 
resistance values are calculated from the stable, post 
transient current values ip which can be readily derived 
from the formulas given above. 

Initially, the derived measurements shown in TA 
BLES I and II are determined from the information fed 
to the computer 26 during the respective switch posi 
tions. These measurements can then be used to derive 
the intermediate calculations as shown, as well as the 
desired 13 calculated parameters which are subse 
quently fed to the record and display unit 27. 

[Since the ring lead r is grounded during the third 
state it will be seen that the resulting voltage is 
V,g3=0——i,3'Ri,. While there is a charge ?ow Q,; in 
state 3 (switch position 4), there is no charge flow 
Q,3'=0 into the unknown capacitors, since the voltage 
V, applied to lead t is not changed from that applied 

55 during state 2 (switch position 3).] 

TABLE I 

SWITCH DERIVED INTERMEDIATE CALCULATED 

POSITIONS MEASUREMENTS CALCULATIONS PARAMETERS 

1 incl] Vac,‘ = lad] - Ri, 
iacrl VIC’? = in,‘ ~ Ri, 
T 

Vac’, = “Vacfs + Vac?! — 2 - Vacm- Vac,g- Cos¢ 

11’ r. = 1/7 _ 

Z in Vdcrs = i1] ' RI; 
vac,g = i,| - Ri, 

i,| Vdc” = Vdc;g — Vdcw 
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TABLE I-continued 
SWITCH DERIVED INTERMEDIATE CALCULATED 

POSITIONS MEASUREMENTS CALCULATIONS PARAMETERS 

3 in In = iJ2 — in A V": 
ir2 [r2 = irZ " irl V182 — V's] V‘?! 
vs VtgZ = v2 - 1:2- mt RPS : "2 
(known) vrgZ = v2 — Ir2 ' air 1:2 — [:3 v“ 

[r3 

_ Vrrl =_ V132 — Vrgz vrr2 
4 in m = in — in "m1 — v'83_v,,, 

1": 1,3 = |r3 — 1n Rm = v": 
l — I -— 
r2 r3 v"3 

V133 = Vs — It: - Rip vlgz 
v1, = c - 1,3 - Ri, Vvrl - V182 —v,m,3 
vtrJ = vlg3 _ V183 R" : vrgZ 

I — l — 
r3 r2 v’g3 

[TABLE II 
SWITCH DERIVED INTERMEDIATE CALCULATED 

POSITIONS MEASUREMENTS CALCULATIONS PARAMETERS 

3 Q12 , vs , , Avid 

Q12 = ‘20W C _ Q0 — Q0 v”z 
‘8 _ Avrrl 

vrgl — vlgJ v02 

QrZ , vs , , AvtrJ 

Q,; = QrZVIgT c _ QrZ ~ Qr] v”2 
'g _ Avrr] 

v": _ v'g3 V”: 

, VS ‘ VS 

QB = Q“ m = 
4 Qt] , —V: . I ‘W 1 

(1,3 = Qr3 m 0,3 — Qn? 
, C" = v v Av 3 

I83 * '32 Va: 

QrJ Av!!! = vtr} '- v02 

AV“; = V4,; — V382 
Avrsl = V123 — V12] 

TABLE II 
S WI TCH DERIVED IN TERMEDIA TE 

POSITIONS MEASUREMENTS CALCULATIONS CALCULATED PARAMETERS 

3 Q0 61 = l/Rn = l/Rir Ci; = 1/VsGi2[Qr2(Gi + Gig + Gtr)(Gi — Gig) — QMGI' + Grg)Gtr + 
Q|3(Gl + Gm + 261M641 — Gd] 

(2,; 0,, = mm, c,,, = J/VSGRIQMG, + 0,, + 0M0, + 6,3) - 0am, + mp0,, + 
QIJIGE + 6;: + Ian-KG“ — Gran 

4 Q’; 0,, = 1/12,: 
Qrll G1, = I/Rn- Ctr — I/V?FlQr?G' + G!‘ + 6H6" + Qr2(Gi + Grg + 6M6" + 

What is claimed is: 
1. A machine method of measuring the leakage resis 

tances, the capacitances, and the spurious voltages on a 
telephone line comprising the steps of: 

individually measuring and recording any spurious 
current ?owing through individual reference resis 
tors connected from each side of the line to ground; 

individually measuring and recording the transient 
charge and the steady state current ?owing 
through the individual reference resistors when 
connected in series with ?rst sources of d-c voltage 
from each side of the line to ground; 

individually measuring and recording the transient 
charge and the steady state current ?owing 
through the individual reference resistors when 
connected in series with second sources of d-c 
voltage from each side of the line to ground, the 
second sources having a different voltage ratio 
than the ?rst sources; and 

S0 
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calculating the leakage resistances, the capacitances 
and the spurious voltages between each side of the 
line and ground, and between the two sides of the 
line directly from the recorded measurements. 

2. A test set for measuring a telephone line having tip 
and ring leads to enable calculation of the leakage resis 
tances, the line capacitances and the spurious voltages 
between tip and ground, ring and ground, and tip and 
ring directly from the measurements, the test set com 
prising: 
means for applying three successive d-c voltage states 

through ?rst and second reference resistors from 
tip to ground, and ring to ground respectively, the 
two applied voltages in one state differing from the 
two applied voltages in the second and third states 
in at least magnitude and ratio respectively; and 
means for separately measuring the transient 
charge and the steady state current ?owing 
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through the ?rst and second resistors during each 
of the three states. 

3. A test set for measuring a telephone line having tip 
and ring leads to enable calculation of the leakage resis 
tances, the line capacitances and the spurious voltages 
between tip and ground, ring and ground, and tip and 
ring directly from the measurements, the test set com 
prising: 
means for separately measuring any spurious current 
which flows from tip to ground through a ?rst 
reference resistor, and ring to ground through a 
second reference resistor; 

means for applying ?rst and second d-c voltages 
through the ?rst and second resistors from tip to 
ground and ring to ground respectively, and then 
for separately measuring the transient charge and 
the steady state current through said resistors; and 

15 
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10 
means for applying third and fourth d-c voltages, 

having a different ratio than the ?rst and second 
voltages, through the ?rst and second resistors 
from tip to ground and ring to ground respectively, 
and then for separately measuring the transient 
charge and the steady state current through said 
resistors. 

4. A test set as de?ned in claim 3 in which three of the 
four d-c voltages are of the same gnitude. 

5. A test set as de?ned in claim which additionally 
includes: means for measuring any a-c components in 
the spurious currents; means for detecting zero cross 
ings of the a-c component in the spurious currents; and 
means responsive to no detectable change in the mean 
current between adjacent zero crossings of the a-c com 
ponent to terminate measurement of the transient 
charge and to initiate measurement of the steady state 
current. 

t a a a s 


